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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
FRANCE - 22nd September 2020

R1 - BORDEAUX | 17:55 | EUR €14,000 |  PRIX DU FOUR A CHAUX

11 DAYSHANN
Golden Horn colt from the mare Dayita who is making debut. Pro les well and expected to
measure up.

66 ALLSET
Unraced colt by rst season sire Anodin out of Not Ready. Inform C Ferland will likely have him
primed so worth keeping safe.

22 WONDERZAIN
Colt by Youmzain from the dam Wonderful Diamond who makes debut. Can give a sight at rst
outing.

33 POMAHAKA
Wootton Bassett colt from the mare Per die who is making debut. In form rider aboard for debut
and worth keeping very safe.

55 L'AMOUR CODE
Zoffany colt from the mare Wandering Spirit who is making debut. Doesn't pro le as the likely
winner and prefer to see.

R2 - BORDEAUX | 18:55 | EUR €14,000 |  PRIX DIDIER VEZIA

1010 SHADOW
Anodin lly from the mare Featherquest who is making debut. Rates highly for debut and in form
jockey engaged.

99 PENJA
Filly by Camelot who makes debut and was a $90000 yearling. In form jockey aboard and rates
well for this.

44 DIVINE SENSATION
Anodin lly from the mare Divine Elusive who is making debut. Pro les strongly and pay to keep
very safe.

55 DREAM IN MY HEAD
Unraced lly by Golden Horn out of Reponds Moi. Was a EUR € 100,000 (Arqana 2019 August
Yearling Sale) purchase. Looks set for a strong run.

66 CRYSTAL LADY
Daughter of French Fifteen from the mare Muscadet making debut. Can give a sight at rst
outing.

R3 - BORDEAUX | 19:25 | EUR €45,000 |  AFAC FRENCH ARABIAN BREEDERS' CHALLENGE SPRINT

33 SHALAA
Back from a four months spell following 8 lengths fth over 2000m at Deauville. Consistent fresh
up record and can kick off with a strong run.

44 DERYAN
Five-year-old fresh from a spell. Yet to miss a minor placing in four resuming runs. No reason he
can't run another big race resuming.

11 HILAL AL CHAM
Third-up here and drops 200m in distance. Was fair when running second rst-up but followed
that up with disappointing effort. Won over this distance. Hard to have on current form. Each
way.

66 NATALMA AL MAURY
Improved on debut but still not nding a place or win, last start encouraging fourth at Toulouse.
In the mix this start could sneak a place.

22 SHADAD
Missed the placings last time over a longer journey when fourth over 1600m at Mont-De-Marsan.
Rates fairly and shouldn’t be far away.

R4 - BORDEAUX | 20:42 | EUR €13,000 |  PRIX NEDJARI - WATHBA STALLIONS CUP

33 BARADA AL CHAM
Progressive and lightly raced entire. Last time recorded a 3 length third over 1600m at Mont-De-
Marsan. Has the ability and looks one of the major players.

44 GOHAR DU BREUIL
Looked a run short when a 3 length fourth at Dax resuming last start. Fitter again and looks set
to improve sharply.

55 NAYAR ATHBAH
Stepped up in trip last start and failed to nish the race off. Drops back in trip today which will
suit.

1010 BAHJAH
Improved over her last few starts to place third last time at Royan. Drops in distance this time
out. Looks well placed and rates highly off that run. Further improvement expected.

99 MZOON
Has a solid record at the track and steps up 300 in distance here. Needs to lift on last start when
seventh over 1600m. Not out of it.
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R5 - BORDEAUX | 21:17 | EUR €15,000 |  PRIX GUY CHANCELIER

33 HASEEFAH
Finished a close second at La Teste De Buch over 1900m as favourite in most recent effort.
Winning chance.

66 RUZZINI
This campaign has proved a challenge with a disappointing last start coming 13th being beaten
by 16 lengths at Deauville. Rates higher in this field and can bounce back on best form.

99 ARMORIGENE
Is a ve-time placegetter in fteen career starts, but still a maiden. Rates a place chance against
this lot.

1111 PEPI PINCEL
Maiden galloper yet to place in seven runs. Not far away last time when a 1.2 lengths fourth over
2300m at Dax. Thereabouts last time and could sneak a place here.

44 SPATIAL MERIT
Has been well held in two runs since a win three back. Finished seventh and beaten 6 lengths at
Saint Cloud last time. Has the ability and looks one of the chances.

R6 - BORDEAUX | 21:52 | EUR €18,000 |  PRIX PHILIPPE MARTIN

77 BEST WIN
Promising lly who built on sound debut run with a maiden success last time over 2400m at
Clairefontaine. Progressing well and looks a leading contender.

88 VA S'Y MIX
Progressive and lightly raced colt. Last time recorded a 3.5 lengths eighth over 2000m at Saint
Cloud. Rates highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

11 STUNNER Went down by a head to finish third at Vichy over 2400m in latest outing. Improver. Top Hope.

66 MABAWI
Almost found the win last start running a close half a length third at Saint Cloud over 2000m. An
each way option for this start.

22 FATEN
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start ran in sixth over 2200m at
Clairefontaine. Has the ability and can break through on best form.


